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Payne,Earnest to appear
in Circuit Court Aug. 12 in
connection to Hazel fire
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust has set
$100,000 bonds for two
Murray men, indicted in
connection to the death of a
woman in a June 12 house
fire in Hazel.
The Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk's Office said
Monday that Foust imposed
Earnest
Payne
the bonds for Hughron
and
39.
Christopher Payne,
Royce Dale Earnest. 43. after they were arrested Friday by
Kentucky State Police. Those arrests came one day after a
Calloway County grand jury indicted the two on charges of murder, arson 3rd degree and manufacturing methamphetamine 1st
offense. According to local officials, the fire claimed the life of
32-year-old Patricia Bohne.
Payne also had an additional indictment for being a persistent
felony offender(PF0), related to three cases, all involving drug
charges. including one case that .dated back to 1999, it was
reported.
Bohne's body was discovered by firefighters inside a mobile
home at the intersection Of Lavender and Third streets in Hazel.
The fire, in the early morning hours of that day, prompted
response from the Hazel Fire Department and Calloway County
Fire-Rescue, along with the Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
KSP and the Kentucky .State Fire Marshal's Office became part
of the investigation after Bohne's body was found.
Bohne had survived a July 2011 fire in Coldwater that resulted
in the death of her son. Peyton, 2.
Both Payne and Earnest will make their first court appearance
Aug. 12 when they are arraigned before Foust. Because they
were indicted by the grand jury. their case by-passes the district
court level and a preliminary hearing, it was reported.
Payne and Earnest remain in the Calloway County Jail.
Individuals facing charges are innocent until proven guilty.

Guess reappointed to Regents
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

•See Page 2
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By JOHN
Staff Writer

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and
the Kentucky/West Tennessee Railway are
expected to begin repairing a rough rail
crossing today south of Murray.
The crossing is located just south of the
Clarks River bridge at the Murray city limits on Ky. 121 South. Keith Todd, District I
and Dstirct 2 public information officer for
the KYTC. said Monday that the last he

heard, everything is a go for work to start
today.
"That's weather permitting,though," Todd
injected at a time where the forecast is calling for a strong chance of rain starting today
and lasting for the next several days.
Once the work begins, it is estimated two
days will be needed to complete the job.The
final day will also cause a bit of a traffic
snag as the highway will require closure for
six hours, it was reported.
In addition, no marker detour will be pres-
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MSU receives two recent distinctions
Staff Report

Guess

east 5 to 7 mph in the morning
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calm in the evening Chance of
precipitation is 60 percent
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cloudy, with a low around 69
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance ,of
showers and thunderstorms A
high near 88
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This photo taken from the eighth floor of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building shows the Murray State University
campus Monday.

Murray State University has once
again been recognized by two
national publications, Forbes and the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
According to a university press
release. Forbes has included MSU
on its -America's Top Colleges" list.
The university has appeared in the
Forbes rankings for six consecutive
years.
The rankings look at public and

private colleges and universities
across the country. and consider
teaching quality, great career
prospects, high graduation rates and
low student debt as measurements
for a school's success. _
In evaluating the 650 ranked institutions on the list. Forbes focused on
the rapidly changing landscape in
higher education as the theme of this
year's ratings. Forbes partnered once

•See Page 2

Traffic to be
restricted on
Wickliffe bridge
WICKLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — A
state Transportation Cabinet
contractor will be restricting
traffic on a western Kentucky
bridge as of Monday.
The Ohio River bridge carries
U.S. 51 traffic between
Wickliffe. Ky., and Cairo., ill.
Traffic will be restricted to
maximum vehicle width of 7
feet to allow repairs on deck
stringers, replacement of 10
joints and deck patching on the
bridge. Trucks, buses, motor
homes and vehicles pulling
trailers will be prohibited from
the bridge for about 50 days.
Vehicles more than 19 feet long

MI See Page 2

Photo provided

NEW SIGNS: The German company iwis recently put up its new signs at the former
Webasto plant, pictured above. The plant is expected to open in the next couple of months
and ramp up production next year, eventually bringing 75 jobs to the community.
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ent. but naggers will direct traffic.
"People who know the area should be able
to get around it pretty easily." said Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
observing that Old Concord/Old Salem
Road that starts in the southeastern portion
of the city will provide one option from the
north. "(U.S.) 641 is also a way to get
around this, too. It is going to be a bit of an
inconvenience, to be sure, while the work is

Monday night's National Night Out had a strong turnout, with dozens of families visiting with
- local emergency responders in Chestnut Park. In the middle of the event, an Air Evac
Lifeteam helicopter landed an the baseball field, and crew members are pictured above taking photos with local children. This was the 30th year for the event nationally.
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Crossing work set to begin

Susan Shaffer Guess has been reappointed
by Gov. Steve Beshear to the Murray State
University Board of Regents.
Guess was first appointed in June 2010 to fill
half of the unexpired term of Dr. Laxmaiah
Manchikanti. who resigned in March 2010
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Steve Ze
Her ness term will expire June
30. 2019. She is the senior vice
president/marketing director of
The Paducah Bank and Trust
Company in Paducah.
Guess said she received the
news of her reappointment on
Friday when she was in a meeting with the MSU Board of
Regents Presidential Search
Committee. She said that
although there have been some
difficult days on the board —
such as when she was one of
four in the minority to vote in
favor of renewing former MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn's
contract in March — it has been
one of the most gratifying
boards on which she has served.
"I've served on a lot of
boards, and often, boards are in
agreement. there isn't a lot of
courage, I guess you could say,
in terms of making decisions
because they're easy decisions
to make," Guess said. "Serving
on our board isn't always like
that, and I think it's a positive
thing that we all do speak from
the voice that we think best
serves the interests of Murray
State University, and as difficult
as some days have been, I'm
proud to serve on that board and
1 think it's a very solid board.
"As people have said, we
don't always agree, but we're
not disagreeable, and I agree
with that. I'm proud to serve
with those people, and I look
forward to six ytars and where
we'll be at the end of those six
years, but the next year is really
going to be an important one for
Murray State."
Guess said that because it is

suck a critical time for the university. she was very excited to
ser,,e a full term after having
completed the second half of a
vacated term. She said she had
warned to continue serving on
the presidential search committee and would have been disappointed if she hadn't been able
to see it through to_the board's
hiring of the next president. She
said that despite some of the difficult issues that have been
decided during her time on the
board, many great things have
been accomplished. She said
she was most proud of the
action that was taken to get the
extended campus built in
Paducah. adding that she
dropped by the construction site
last week and it seems to be
moving along well.
According to ,her bio on
MSU's Board of Regents web
page, Guess received a B.S. in
Public Relations from MSU
1987 and a M.P.A. from the
University of Louisville in
1991. She currently serves as
the chair of the Lourdes
Hospital Foundation, as a member of the Rotary Club of
Paducah and the Lourdes
Strategic Planning and Project
Review committees. Among
other accomplishments. Guess
previously served for two terms
•
as chair of the board for the
Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce, President of the
Paducah River City Business
and Professional Women. Chair
of the Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce.

Sandy Linn photo

SUMMER BOOK SALE: The Calloway County Public Library
opened its meeting space Saturday morning for the annual
summer book sale. Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, said
the sale continuines until Wednesday morning. Linn said the
.sale has already raised more than $1.000 in proceeds for the
:library.
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FIRST DAY: New Murray Assistant Principal Heath Walls met with senior students Monday morning to assign parking spots
to the incoming class. Pictured above from left, Walls assists senior Hunter Carter and mother, Tina, through the process
Though officially hired in June, Walls said this was the first day he has interacted with incoming students. Throughout the
week. Murray High School will be holding orientations for each grade - culminating with the freshman class orientation on
Friday.

again with the Center for
College Affordability and
Productivity in the research
component.
According to Forbes.com,
what separates their rankings
from those of their peers is their
belief in output over input.
"We're not all that interested in
what gets a student into college,
like our peers who focus heavily on selectivity metrics such as
high school class rank and SAT
scores," the website explains.
"Our sights are set directly on
ROI (return on investment]:
What are students getting out of
college."
Those factors translate into
schools that offer interesting
classes, low debt load, a structure for graduating in four years
and success in finding a good
job. With tuition and student
debt rising in a stagnant economy,these are the issues that face
students and parents when considering which school to attend.
These are areas that MSU
does particularly well in, as evidenced in its improved ranking
on the Forbes list in, both 2012
and 2013.
"We are very pleased that
Murray State has improved over
last year in the overall rankings

compiled in Forbes' 'America's
Top Colleges.— said Dr. Tim
Miller, interim president at
MSU. "These rankings challenge us to continually seek substantial improvenitnt in our
total educational process. Our
entire university community
always plans for and expects the
very best in all that we do."
In another prestigious honor,
the Chronicle of Higher
Education's latest survey has
found MSU to be one of the top
universities in the nation for a
career for faculty. This is
Murray's fourth time to be recognized as one of the
Chronicle's "Great Colleges to
Work For," an MSU press
release said.
MSU is recognized for excellence in two categories in 2013
— Teaching Environment and
Tenure Clarity and Process.
Nearly 47,000 surveys were
completed by administrators,
faculty members and professional support staff members at
300 institutiyns. MSU was one
of only 97 institutions recognized as a 2013 Great College to
Work For.
Once again, MSU is the only
four-year Kentucky public university to be noted on the list.
Also on the list from Kentucky
Community
Somerset
is

College. a two-year institution
in Somerset, and Frontier
Nursing University in Hyden.
which both received "honor
roll" status, meaning they were
cited most often across all 12
recognition categories, according to the Associated Press.
"We are pleased that our
employees rank Murray State so
well as to be designated a 'Great
College to Work For,— Miller
said. "Our employees are truly
concerned about each other and
promote an environment that is
conducive to providing exceptional educational and service
experiences for our students."
"I am pleased that the two
areas MSU is noted for are in
academic affairs," said Dr. Jay
Morgan. Mal provost and vice
president for academic affairs.
"We take great pride in our
teaching environment; we have
been known for quality instruction since 1922. Also, the
strength noted in our tenure
process is directly attributed to
the overall strength and commitment of our faculty. Our faculty oftentimes make life-long
commitments to MSU,our mission and our students, and they
are the foundation that makes
our reputation great."
MSU is among the 35 colleges
and universities across the
country to be honored in the
"large" category, defined by
enrollments of 10,000 or more

students. Recognized schools
joining Murray State on this list
include Stanford and. Baylor.
To administer the survey and
analyze the results. The
Chronicle used ModernThink,a
strategic human capital-consulting firm that has conducted
numerous "Best Places to
Work" programs, surveying
hundreds of thousands of
employees nationwide. The
Great Colleges survey included
a two-part assessment process
— the survey administered to
faculty, administrators and or,
fessional support staff and an
institutional audit that captured
demographics and workplace
policies and practices from each
institution. The primary factor
in deciding whether an institution received a Great College to
Work For recognition was the
employee feedback.
"It's easier to be a great work
place during good times, but its
when times are tough that the
commitment to workplace quality really gets tested. And those
institutions that measure tip during times of economic hardship
reinforce their already strong
cultures and put even more di,
lance between them and their
peer institutions for whom they
compete for talent," Richard K.
Boyer, principal and managing
partner at ModernThink,said.

State providing grants to deal with tires
as well as dual-wheeled vehicles and vehicles pulling trailers
:will also be prohibited.
The bridge also carries US.
60 and U.S. 62 between
kentucky and Illinois. It immediately connects with the .U.S.
.60/U.S. 62 Mississippi River
bridge, which carries traffic
between Illinois and Missouri.

going on,and my understanding
is also that road should be open
with no problems today."
Drivers coming into Murray
from the south have Murray-Paris
Road or Old Salem Road as
detours. The Murray-Paris detour
will lead to 641 via Tobacco Road.
The $50.000 project is partially
funded with a grant from the
KYTC.

Princeton sees $65K from alcohol sales
PRINCETON,Ky.(AP) — The western Kentucky city ot
Princeton is seeing a bounty of revenue in the first year of legal
alcohol sales.
The Times-Leader reports that more than $1.3 million in alcohol
has been purchased in the city since sales were legalized in
November 2012.
The city's alcohol ordinance imposes a 6 percent regulatory
license fee on any alcohol sold
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2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E. I-1/2 miles on riRht)

I-RANKI-ORT, Ky.(APi — I he state is making $3.000 grants
available for counties to help with the cost of recycling or disposing of waste tires.
The money would come from the Division of Waste
Management's Waste Tire Trust Fund.
Gary Logsdon. who oversees the program for the state agency.
said the grants are for costs other than labor and equipment.
Applications have to be submitted by Aug. 30.
Kentucky has made strides over the decades to dispose of waste
tires. The grant offering shows that work remains on that front.

HICKMAN,Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky man has been
returned to the state to face charges of criminal attempt to commit
murder of a police officer.
Kentucky State Police say 56-year-old Keith Dildine fired shot,
at police in Fulton on July 7. The Paducah Sun reported that
trooper Mark Franklin shot Dildine multiple times, ending a
standoff.
Dildine was taken to Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton, they
flown to the Regional Medical Center in Memphis,Tenn.
After being released from the hospital, police said. Dildine was
taken into custody by Memphis police and then turned over to the
Shelby County Sheriffs Department on Friday.

Plants and Seeds Available Now For Your Fall Garden Include:
Broccoli • Cabbage • Kale•Greens•Carrots • Radishes
• Cauliflower • Brussels Sprouts
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

1501 Kirkwood

www.beanstoblossoms.com

This wonderfully updated home can be yours!
Recently updated dimensional shingles, flooring, and counters make this home move-in
ready. This home also features two fireplaces, a
separate living and family room and a large lot
Make this house your next home. MLS #71081
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Erica D. Long

Obituaries

•

Erica D Long.36,of Murray. Ky.,died Wednesday. July 24,20 I 3.
in Murray.

Steve Zea
Steve Zee. 61, of Kosciusko, Miss., died on Monday. July 29.
2013. at St. Dominic Hospital in Jackson, Miss.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Ronald David Reuter
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.id Reuter. 77. of Murray. Ky., died on Saturday.
Mr. Ronald Da,
July 27, 2013. at his home.
Ron, a retired rate analyst, was born on Feb. 19, 1936, to the late
Elsie and Harold Reuter in Detroit, Mich. Ron graduated from
Birmingham High School in 1954; afterwards, he
joined the Naval Reserves and later graduated
from Henry Ford Community College with a
degree in traffic management. He married his high
school sweetheart, Beverly Jane Heath. at the First
Baptist Church in Birmingham in 1957. They
made Livonia. Mich.. their home for 42 years. Ron
worked for the Edsel Motor Division. Michigan
Express & Central Transport Co. He was a member of Christ the King Lutheran Church, where he
as a Council member. Head Usher. and
served
Reuter
Junior and Senior Youth Group Advisor. He
enjoyed golf. bowling, basketball, baseball and 16
years in the Naval Reserves, travel and vacation
•••••••••~PIII6
with family and friends.
AIMANMITT=
Ron retired in 1998 and moved to a country
home in Murray. Ky. He served as an elder of the
First Presbyterian Church and was a member of the Murray Country
Club. His favorite pastimes were golfing at the Murray Country
Club and with the seniors at Sullivan's Golf Course,also driving for
the Murray State Education Department. He loved the interaction
between the students, faculty. and himself. His nature was to help
folks out (whether they wanted it or not). Ron was active in his
Church Campus Ministry program as the adopted dad of four college students. Melanie Rodgers, Lindsey Rogers, Theresa Lubbers
and Ellen Brevard. He also loved working in the yard. everything
about Christmas, and was a devoted Racer fan.
In addition to his parents, Ron was preceded in death by his older
brother. Harold E. Reuter; one sister, Delores E. Reuter
Weinfurther: two brothers-in-law. LeRoy Ritter and Donald
Weinfurther; and his grandparents. Anna and Emil Bloom and
Amelia and Jacob Reuter, all of Michigan.
Ron is survived by his wife, Beverly Reuter, of Murray; one son,
David Carnell and wife. Dori,of Ann Arbor. Mich.; three grandchildren. Nicholas Carnet!, Kathleen Joan and Eric David Reuter. all of
Ann Arbor. Mich.; one brother, Melvin Reuter and wife. Audrey.of
Bremerton. Wash.: two sisters, Eleanore Ritter. of Bradenton. Fla.,
and Shirley Townsend and husband. Ron,of Lake Orion, Mich.: as
well as several nieces, nephews and cousins across the country.
A graveside service will be held on Thursday. Aug. 1.2013. at the
Hicks Cemetery at 10 a.m. A Celebration of Life will follow at the
First Presbyterian Church in Murray at 11 a.m. Visitation will be
held on Wednesday. July 31. 2013,from 4-7 p.m. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home-re
Expression& of --sympathy may be made to:Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare, Att. Residential Hospice House, 803
Poplar St.. Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Ms. Long was born Nov. 23, 1976, in Murray.
She was preceded in death by one brother, Wayne Slater, Jr.;
maternal grandparents, Leonard "Big Jim" Boyd and Dorothy
Boyd: and paternal grandfather. Robert Davis.
She is survived by her father, Jake Long and wife, Flo, of Terre
Haute, Ind.; mother. Donna Slater, of Murray; four sisters, Crystal
Blystone, Darlene Hagemier. Virginia Rowe and Daisie Coombes,
all of Terre Haute, Ind.; two brothers, James Slater, of Murray, and
Robert Taylor. of Terre Haute, Ind.; paternal grandmother, Ella
Davis, of Murray; and several aunts and uncles'..
A memorial service will be held at a later date.
Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Carolyn J. Leslie

Floyd Renfroe
Funeral services for Floyd Renfroe. 83. of Murray. Ky., will be
held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. July 30,2013. at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home, with the Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiating.
Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8
p.m. Monday.July 29,2013,at the funeral home.
Mr. Renfroe died at 12:50 am.Sunday. July 28,2013.at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was born Sept. 15, 1929, in Redbay. Ala.. to the late Ike and
Mitty (Johnson) Renfroe. He was a farmer and retired from the
Calloway County Road Department.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Mary Evelyn (Witty)
Renfroe; two sons. Jackie Renfroe and Tracy Renfroe; one grandson, Christopher Renfroe; three brothers. Homer Renfroe. Billy
Renfroe and Wilson Renfroe: and one sister, Alice Watson.
He is survived by three daughters, Brenda Diane Renfroe, of
Buchanan, Tenn.. Debbie Faye Renfroe, of Murray, and Cindy
Marie Craig. of Murray: three sons. Ricky'Renfroe and wife. Dotty,
of Murray, Edward Renfroe and wife. Elsie. of Murray, and Mike
Renfroe. of New Concord; one sister, Jane Pritchett, of Little Rock,
Ark.; one brother, Larry Renfroe and wife. Patsy. of Cash, Ark.;
nine grandchildren; and 13 great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Ronnie Smith
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Ronnie smith. 55. of Farmington. Ky., died Saturday. July 27.
2013. at Baptist Health in Paducah.
Born Oct. 28. 1957. in Mayfield. Mr. Smith was an Army veteran.
having served in Korea on the DMZ. He was a lifetime member of the VFW.
He was preceded in death by a son,Jacob Smith,
and his brother, Jeffery Smith.
He is survived by his wife. Linda Collins Smith,
of Farmington; parents; Isaac Joe and Betty Wade Smith,of Benton:
three sons, Chad Smith and wife, Dawn Bowman. of Newburgh,
Ind.. Luke Smith. of Oswego. Ill.. and Caleb Smith and wife.
DeLisha,of Oswego. Ill.: two brothers, Joe Smith and wife. Cathy,
of Benton. and Owen Smith and wife. Jodi,of Sandwich. Ill.; a sister, Kathryn Randall and husband. David,of Yorkville. Ill.; and six
grandchildren. Isaac, Brianna, Ella. Emri, Ethan and Caymen

Funeral services for Carolyn J. Leslie, 69, of Murray, Ky.. were
held at II a.m. Monday.July 29.201-3. at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiating. Visitation
was'held from 5-8 p.m. Sunday. July 28,2013. at the funeral home.
Mrs. Leslie died at 3:30 p.m. Thursday. July 25, 2013, at her
home.
She was born May I. 1944.in Murray to Hugh Palmer and the late
Imogene (Drinkard) Palmer. She was a member of Kirksey United
Methodist Church and retired from Murray State University.
She was preceded in death by her mother. Imogene Palmer; and
daughter. Beth Leslie Fielder.
She is survived by her father, Hugh Palmer,of Kirksey; two sons,
Bill Leslie and wife. Tracy, and Allen Leslie and wife, Michelle. all
of Murray; sister. Aileen Palmer Leslie and husband, Dan. of
Kirksey: sister-in-law, Cindy Leslie. of Hazel: son-in-law, Kevin
Fielder, of Murray; and four grandchildren. Frankie Leslie. James
Fielder and wife. Crystal, Tara Leslie and Rebecca Fielder.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray-Calloway
County Humane Society. P.O. Box 764, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Familiar cast as United States
launches new Mideast peace bid
former foreign minister who was
By MATTHEW LEE
active in the Bush's administraAP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- With tion's ill-fated Annapolis peace
a cast of characters that has talks with the Palestinians. and
presided over numerous failed Yitzhak Molcho. a veteran
Middle East peace efforts, the adviser to Prime Minister
Obama administration launched Benjamin Netanyahu who was
a fresh bid Monday to pull Israel part of the Israeli team involved
-arid-tWe Palestinians into sub-- -in - -Obains two previous
attempts to broker negotiations.
stantive negotiations.
relied heavily
Despite words of encourage- Those two efforts
former lndyk
a
Ross,
Dennis
on
ment. deep skepticism about the
Mideast peace
prospects for success surround- colleague and
and veteran negotiator
ed the initial discussions, which envoy,
George Mitchell.
hostdinner
a
with
opening
were
The Palestinian team will be
ed by Secretary of State John
led by chief negotiator Saeb
U.S.
former
a
named
Kerry. He
Erekat and President Mahmoud
ambassador to Israel to shepherd
Abbas' adviser. Mohammed
a
be
will
believe
what all sides
both of whom have
Shtayyeh.
protracted and difficult process.'
major players in failed
been
Former envoy Martin Indyk, negotiations with the Israelis
who played key roles in the since 1991.
Clinton administration's multiDespite the presence of so
ple, unsuccessful pushes to bro- many people whose past experiker peace deals between Israel ence does not include success.
and Syria and Israel and the Kerry and other officials voiced
Palestinians. will assume the cautious optimism about the
day-to-day responsibility for resumption of talks which he
keeping the talks alive for the painstakingly negotiated during
next nine months.
six months of shuttle diplomacy
Kerry called lndyk a "sea- that began with Obama's own
soned diplomat" and said he trip to Israel in March.
"knows what has worked and he
"It sounds like we're lucky to
knows what hasn't worked." have decades of experience
Neither Kerry nor the State ready to come back to the table
Department would say what has and make an effort to push forworked in the past. although the ward,"
Department
State
fact that there is no peace deal spokeswoman Jen Psaki said.
now would seem to indicate that
Previous attempts to get talks
nothing has worked in resolving started have foundered on
the Israeli-Palestinian standoff,
Israel's continued construction
President Barack Obama of Jewish settlements on land
echoed Kerry's hopeful senti- claimed by the Palestinians and
ment in a White House state- Palestinian attempts to win
ment that said Indyk "brings international recognition as a
unique experience and insight to sovereign state in the absence of
this role, which will allow him a peace deal. Actual negotiations
to contribute immediately as the have died because the two sides
parties begin down the tough. have been unable to compromise
but necessary. path of negotia- on the most serious disagreements between them: borders.
tions."
The Israeli side will be led by the status of Jerusalem, refugees
chief negotiator Tzipi Livni, a and security.
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From the heart of Peach County. GA. Fresh
Georgia Peaches are available in 25 lb boxes for
S38 Hand picked lust days before, these freestone

Georgia
Peaches are perfect for eating. sharing. canning. and freezing.
Thu Aug 1. 2013
9am 10 30am Paducah. KY - At the Friedman Lane Intersection
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HopFed Banc*

10.80- 0.01
1%.20 • 1.15

Air Products

104.55+0.43

IBM

449.44 + 8.47

Intel

AT&T,Inc

.35.88 + 0.28

Kroger

49.85 + 0.20

NUT

.35.47 - 0.27

Mattel

4233• 0.23

.23.24

Bank of America

14.52 - 0.21

McDonalds

97.79 - 0.24

Briggs & Stratton

19.99 - 0.23

Merck

48.37 - 0.12

Bristol Myers Squibb

43.72 • 0.50

Microsoft

4134 -0.07
16.50 + 0.01

Caterpillar

.83.03+ 0.97

J.C. Penney

Chevron Texaco Corp

l26.04- 131

Pepsieo. Inc.

Yahoo

.27.90 - 0.21

Pfizer. Inc.

Dean Foods

10.76 + 0.06

Regions Financial

Exxon-Mobil

93.96 - 0.86

Sears Holding Corp

43.87 + 0.49

Ford Motor Co

17.08 + 0.06

Time Warner

.6?*46 0.56

General Electric

.24.49- 0.16

S Bancorp

17.49 • 0.06

;1.15 - 0.35

Glaxo Smith Kline
.......

306.29 - 5.72

85.25 -0.06
.2933 + 0.16
10.06 0.17

WellPoint. Inc ................,.*5.42 + 0.63
!al-Mart

77.94 -0.06

17.03 + 0.26

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI:
Ron Arent I Heath Scott
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STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7.500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray.
Ky., is currently accepting applications for our files for
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis. editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times. 1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.

Goodyear lie & Rubber

thepeachtruck.com

Carroll Nissan mai.

I really just don't want to get
By ERIK SCHELZIG
trapped into all these political
Associated Press
games."
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) -But Paul. who is considering a
Kentucky's Rand Paul said
Monday that he's "very support- presidential bid in 2016, hasn't
ive" of fellow U.S. Sen. Lamar completely exempted himself
Alexander but stopped short of from political endorsements in
the
Tennessee Tennessee. He was -in in suburendorsing
Republican, who is up for re- ban Nashville on Sunday night
election next year.
to speak at a fundraiser for state
Alexander's campaign has Sen. Jack Johnson. R-Franklin.
been working to fend off potenAlexander said he was comtial primary challengers from fortable with Paul's position.
the right. Tea party activists noting that he has not been
unhappy with Alexander staged endorsed by any other U.S. sena counter-rally last week when ator other than Bob Corker, a
the senator held a campaign fellow Tennessee Republican.
event in Smyrna. But a GOP
"We're not here to endorse
opponent has yet to emerge.
each other." Alexander said.
Alexander's first TV ad of the "What I try to do is earn the
campaign features Paul. a tea respect of my colleagues. And
party favorite, in the two sena- Rand Paul has certainly earned
tors' role in halting an Army
my respect for the way he
Corps of Engineers plan to erect
speaks out and works on educabarriers to prevent people from
tion, and I hope I can earn his.
fishing below dams on the
"So we're not here about
-Cumberland River. The spotwe're here about
endorsements;
includes video of Paul saying:
teachers, and
we
help
can
how
"Nobody wants to say no to
children, and
and
parents
Alexander."
Lamar
what he
Paul told reporters before a appreciate very much
said.
he
say,"
to
has
charter
Nashville
forum at a
Alexander said his campaign
school on Monday that he didn't
ttaturing Paul was not meant
li
he
what
want to be drawn into
called a media-driven "parlor to -give the impression that he
_had.won his endorsiment.
game" about endorsements.
"PartV ad I hope gives the
"I'm very supportive of Sen.
that we're pretty
impression
Alexander. and I hope he doesn't get an opponent. I hope he effective when it comes tb
wins re-election," Paul said. defending the rights of fisher"I'm very supportive of him, but men." Alexander said.
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The largest numbers of chili
dren rescued in the weekend initiative. Operation Cross Country;
were in the San Francisco Bay
and Detroit areas, along with
Milwaukee, Denver and New
Orleans. The operation was con.
ducted under the FBI's decade.
long Innocence Lost National
Initiative. The latest rescues and
arrests were the largest such
enforcement action to date.
-Child prostitution remains
persistent threat to children
across the country," Ron Hosko.
assistant director of the bureau's
criminal investigative division.
told a news conference. "We're
trying to put this spotlight on
pimps and those who would
exploit."

Paul says he is `supportive'of
Alexander, but not endorsing

Don Jones Ind. Avg. ._...15526.62.32.21

Smith.
Graveside services will be held at 2 p.m. Saturday. Aug. 3.2013..
at the Murray City,Cemetery.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

12pm

WASHINGTON (AP) Declaring child prostitution a
"persistent threat" in America,
the FBI said Monday that
authorities had rescued 105
young people and arrested 150
alleged pimps in a three-day
sweep in 76 cities.
The agency said it had been
monitoring Backpage.com and
other websites as a prominent
online marketplace for sex for
sale. Backpage.com said that it
was "very, very pleased" by the
raids and that if the website were
shut down to the advertisements,
the ads would be pushed to sites
that wouldn't cooperate with law
enforcement.
The young people in the
roundup. almost all of them
girls, ranged in age from 13 to

The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding obituaries eAceeds the masimum set hr the Ledger and
fines policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
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rescue 105 young people
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from other newspapers
in Kentucky offering opinions about issues of importance.

‘4,

The Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
Kentucky's junior U.S. Sen. Rand Paul finally has shed himself of the "Southern Avenger."
The Avenger, Sen., Paul explained, had become a "distraction."
A "distraction"? Either Sen. Paul has developed new skills
at understatement or he is stunningly clueless about what's
wrong with hiring Confederate sympathizer and former radio
shock jock Jack Hunter as social media director.
Hunters departure leaves a lot of questions, including. ...
Sen. Paul. a Bowling Green Republican, provided no answers
Monday other than to say Hunter's departure was "a mutual
decision."
-That's a big change from Sen. Paul's July II defense of his
errant staff member to the Huffington Post after a conservative online publication reported that Hunter venerates Abraham
Lincoln assassin John Wilkes Booth. appeared in a Confederate flag mask and has written a series of inflammatory, racially charged columns. ...
Untoward?
Following the July 9 report by the Washington Free Beacon, Chris Haire. managing editor of the Charleston City Paper
listed in a July 18 article in excruciating detail a series of outrageously offensive columns Hunter had written as a freelance
writer.
Hunter wrote in favor of racially profiling Hispanics, in
support of a white supremacist and claimed African-Americans
should apologize to white Americans for high crime rates,
Haire said.
But Haire's most damaging claim was that long before the
Free Beacon piece appeared. Hunter had contacted him asking
that he remove "dozens of posts" of his columns of from the
paper's website. While he claimed his views had changed.
Haire wrote. it seems more likely that Hunter. working for
Sen. Paul. had another motive.
it was simply to protect his boss, Rand Paul. as he plots
a path to the White House in 2016," Haire wrote.
The boss. Sen. Paul. has exhibited scime . astonishingly bad
judgment. He initially defended Hunter, dumping - him only
when negative publicity became too damaging.
The real question here is whether Paul shares any of Hunter's
views. If not, he should say so.
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Holeman's legacy enriches hometown's heritage

Claude Holeman's legs gave
out, but his spirit was in fine
shape the last time I talked to
him. "1 can see and hear well,"
he told me. "I'm feeling just
Standard
The Kentucky
fine."
Bardstown, Ky.
While he missed living in
Senior citizens who depend on basic transportation through
his own home, he was comCK C.A.T.S. are paying more for the service — a lot more
fortable at the West Kentucky
— and it is putting a strain on a population that exists on
Veterans Center in Hanson.
mostly fixed incomes.
Ky.. where he spent his last
The Central Kentucky Community Action Council. a poverin
headquartered
years. He'd developed a daily.
and
1967
in
founded
agency
ty-fighting
routine that worked well for
Lebanon. operates the service.
him, chatting with visitors and
On July I. the Community Action Transportation Service
other residents, reading the
put in place a new rate structure that comes closer to paying
newspaper,and keeping up with
for the costs of operations. It was forced to hike the rate
national and world events via
sharply after losing a state subsidy that had helped keep the
CNN.
service within the reach of even our most financially chalA native of Dawson Springs,
lenged citizens.
Claude was a citizen of the
Doctors' offices, dentists and grocery stores are just a few
world and a connoisseur of
of the destinations seniors need to reach. ...
fine art. For thirty-six years,
The net effect has been drastic. The fare r.general pubhe lived in Japan as, a civillic transportation is now $6 each way up to 10 miles. All trips
ian employee of the U.S. Air
over 10 miles are $1.50 a mile. And remember, this is not a
Force. In his spare time he
bus service that allows clients to go stand on a corner and
became a leader and adviser
wait for the next .bus to come by. Pre-set routes operate limited hours in Nelson, Breckinridge, Grayson. LaRue and Marto an ESS (English Speaking
Society), helping Japanese stuion counties. Clients must call before 3 p.m. the previous day
dents become proficient in Engto catch a ride.
CK C.A.T.S. (formerly TARK).provides a needed service to
lish. He also visited other ESS
help seniors obtain health care and meet their nutritional needs. chapters and judged speaking
It is equipped to handle wheelchairs, and Medicaid-eligible
contests. Eventually, the regupassengers can call Community Action for booking medical
lar gatherings he hosted were
trips.
tagged the Holeman Meetings.
We hope Watts and the other board members make restorAlways an art lover, Claude
ing the cuts in the subsidy a high priority. Getting from point
amassed a fine art collection
"A" to point "B" at a reasonable cost is not a right, but it is. of Japanese Ukiyo-e prints and
something that impacts the quality of life of senior citizens
directly.
Belt-tightening on the state and federal level is all well and
good, but there are real consequences to reckon with when the
cuts made become draconian.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
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This past week — indeed
this entire summer — I have
been so convinced of the truth
of the topic of this column,
and I found it so compelling,
that I decided to break into
the well-received series on Murray's sports personalities to
write about "Teachers as Learners." Perhaps I chose this topic
for this week because I learned
so much from getting to know
our sports heroes in my recent
sports history class. Also, l-am
trying to meet a deadline in
the writing of a history of Belmont University, my alma
mater, and I am learning that
if you really want to learn
about something or somebody,
there are two ways to do that:
Either write about them or
teach about them.
In the "Learning" chapter
of James M. Banner, Jr. and
Harold C. Cannon's "The Elements of Teaching," you might
think that the writers would
be concerned about the learning of students, but this chapter is really not about the learning of students at all; instead,
Banner and Cannon wrote about
the learning of teachers while
they teach.
For teachers to teach well,
they must be learners themselves. Banner and Cannon are
concerned about the danger for
teachers who do not continue
to learn. "If the fire of knowl-

artifacts that helped put the
Dawson Springs on the map.
When his aging father needed care, Claude returned home
in 986 to take care of him.
At the time, he also became
committed to the creation of
a museum and art center in
Dawson Springs that would
house his collection, as well
as to preserve the rich history of his hometown.
The Dawson Springs Museum and Art Center was established in 1986, in the old Commercial Bank, and Claude had
a' clear vision of it role from
the start. "My intention is to
make this a center of Japanese culture in this area of western Kentucky," he said in an
interview in the Kentucky New
Era in 1994. "It gives Dawson Springs another distinction
other towns like this don't
have."
The museum also served as
a storehouse of documentation
of the old days, when people
from all over traveled to Dawson Springs to benefit from
the medicinal waters purported to cure a variety of ills.
The train used to stop right
in the middle of downtown
Dawson Springs, and the community boasted scores of room-

ing houses
and hotels
to accommodate visitors.
Jim and
Susan Mestwo
tali,
steadfast
supporters
of the arts
in Dawson Main Street
Springs, By Constance
worked
Alexander
tirelessly Ledger & Times
with Claude
.Columnist
Holeman to
make the
arts a jewel
in the community's crown. The
Mestan's son, Sean, looks back
on those days with an appreciation for the energy and team
work that transformed a good
idea into an educational facility that serves all ages.
According to, Sean Mestan,
"Claude Holeman and my parents. Jim and Susan "Mestan,
shared the common goal of
exposing the children and adults
of small-town-America to the
arts. They understood, through
their own personal experiences.
that providing students with
opportunities to express their
creativity through the visual and

performing arts was an effective tool for improving then
achment in all school subjects."
Today,besides the Holeman
Collection of Japanese prints
and kimonos, the Dawson
Springs Museum holds the
Mack Sisk Collection, historic
pictures of Dawson Springs
as well as a collection of pictures and general information
regarding Outwood Hospital, a
federal facility for World Wat
I soldiers suffering from tuberculosis.
Claude Holeman died on
Sunday. July 21, but his impact
on Dawson Springs and on
thousands of Japanese friends
and former students lives on
as a tribute to his spirited energy and commitment to community.
Currently, the museum and
art center is undergoing renovation, and an exhibition ol
kimonos from the Holeman Collection is on view in the Anne
P. Baker Gallery at the Glema
Mahr Arts Center in Madisonville.
Read Main Street online in
www.murrayledgencom. Contact the columnist directly ai
constancealexander@twc.com
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Teachers as learners
edge is extinguished in teachers," they wrote, "even the
best students are unlikely to
reignite the torch and carry it
to its ultimate destination —
the achievement of understanding." What did they mean? "If
the fire of knowledge is extinguished in teachers." I think
the authors described a teacher
who had stopped learning.
According to Banner and Cannon, "Above all, teaching
requires learning itself."
According to these writers,
learning can be the act of gaining knowledge."to learn someor the knowledge
thing"
gained by virtue of that act,
"that which is known" — or
the process of gaining knowledge, "learning how." They
insist that "each kind of learning is and must be a lifelong
pursuit, not something that, as
is so often mistakenly believed,
fills only the years before teachers enter their classrooms."
Effective teachers always
seek "to learn more, to remain
current with what is known
about their subjects, to keep
those subjects fresh and exciting enough to sustain the
exhausting act of teaching day
in and day out, year after year
— in sum to expand their ability to teach." After all, according to Banner and Cannon,
teaching is "a learned calling,"
and students usually know

ot
which
their teachers think of
their teaching as "a
mere job,"
and which
them
of
approach it
as
something more.
Learning Home and
Away
on the job
By James
in that calling,does not Duane Bolin
just mean, Ledger & Times
Columnist
acquiring
more information: rather, deep learning
is required. There is, after all.
a difference between mere
information and knowledge. As
Banner and Cannon put it,
"information is to knowledge
what sound is to music, the
unorganized materi•al out of
which the structured result is
composed." Deep learning, or
"the struggle to gain and sustain this knowledge," is without a doubt "the most exacting work of any teacher, and
it never ends." According to
the writers, "true mastery of
any subject is probably beyond
our reach, but reach we must."
Deep learning requires, then,
at least an attempt to know
and master a subject. Thinking is involved in the process.
Banner and Cannon insist that

a teacher "should know enough
to be a thinker as well as an
instructor." When teachers stop
thinking,they stop learning,and
this only suggests to students
"that the teacher is bored with
the subject; and, alas, boredom is every bit as infectious
as enthusiasm."
Every teacher is faced with
the question."Why do we have
to learn this?" History teachers often hear, "Why do we
have to learn about all of these
old dead people who lived so
long ago?" Banner agd Cannon write that a teacher with
deep learning can answer these
questions with conviction:
"Because acquiring this
knowledge is difficult. Because
you will feel triumphant when
it no longer confuses you.
Because you will enjoy what
you can do with it. Because
in learning it you may discover new perspectives on life,
new ways of thinking.'Because
its possession will make you
more alive than its alternative,
which is ignorance." I hope I
can remember to answer with
such a learned response, with
such conviction, the next time
I am awed the question,"Why
do I have to learn this stuff?"
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him atjbolin@murraysiate.edu.
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Anniversary

Mathis and Miller

Mr.and Mrs. Danny McCuiston

Dara N. Mathis and Brett S. Miller announce their engagement
and forthcoming marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Marcie and Sammy Morris. of
Union City.Tenn. She is employed by the Hickman County PVA as
Chief Deputy. She has served as a deputy since March 2007. She is
the mother of two children. Levi and Rhaea.
The groom-elect is the son of David and Meredith Miller. of
Murray. He is employed with the Kentucky State Police at Mayfield
Post I. He has served with KSP since December 2005.
The wedding ceremony will be held at First Baptist Church in
Clinton Saturday, Aug. 17,2013.at 3 p.m. All friends and family are
invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Danny McCuiston. of New Concord. Ky.. celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary Saturday. July 13.2013.
Mr. McCuiston and the former Carolyn Cunningham were married July 13.1953.
Mrs: McCuiston is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Cunningham.of Murray.
Mr. McCuiston is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Allen
McCuiston,of Murray.
They are the parents of two sons. Damn and Mark McCuiston.
both of Murray'. They have two grandsons. Slade and Easton
McCuiston, and two granddaughters. Brittany and Riley
McCuiston, all of Murray.

Chess tournament set

Datebook
Kale Dunn,
Community
editor

The Mur-Cal Chess Club will host the county
championship chess tournament Saturday, Aug.
3, at the Calloway County Public Library.
Registration will begin at 10 a.m. and the event
will end at or before 4 p.m. All students who
were in grades K- 12 during the last school year
may participate. For more information visit the
Mur-Cal Chess Club blog at http://murcalchess.blogspot.corn/.

Garden Department to meet

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Thursday. Aug. 1, at I
p.m. at the clubhouse. The program will be
"Milkweed and Monarchs," and the hostesses will be Sue White
and Jane Hardin. Members are encouraged to attend and to bring
their dues in order to receive their handbook inserts.

CCHS Class of'93 reunion set
The Calloway County High School Class of 1993 will have its
20th class reunion Saturday. Aug. 31,at the Murray Country Club.
Advance registration is required by Friday. Aug.9.Tickets will not
be sold at the door. Classmates needing details and registration
forms
may
contact
Kelly
Gupton
Athow
at
kellyathow@hotmail.com or Jennifer Turner Baumer at jenniferbaumerki,me.com.

Murray Group Home seeks donations
The Murray Group Home is currently accepting donations of
household items and clothing to be sold as a fundraiser. Call 7594272 for pickup,or drop off donated items at the group home. The
fundraiser is set for Saturday.Aug. 3.from 7 a.m.to 2 p.m. at Vance
Heating and Air on the comer of Fourth and Sycamore streets.
Proceeds will go to the Murray Group Home Girls' Activity Fund.

McGuire Cemetery meeting set
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. The annual meeting at the McGuire Cemetery. located on
Emerson/State Line Road between Weakley County. Tenn.. and
Graves County, Ky., will be Saturday,-Aug. 10, at • II a.m. with a
short service and business meeting followed by a potluck lunch.
Maintenance contract bids will be accepted. Anyone with family
interred at the cemetery is encouraged to attend or to make a contribution for the upkeep to McGuire Cemetery, c/o Dannie
Harrison, 1581 Almo Road, Almo,KY 42020.

Quail Forever chapter to organize
The first organizational meeting of a local Quail Forever chapter
will be held at 6 p.m.Thursday. Aug. I .at the UT Extension Office
Meeting Room. 1120 Tyson Avenue. Paris, Tenn. The group is a
national nonprofit organization dedicated to quail and other wildlife
habitat restoration and management.The public is invited to attend.

Bowling league meetings to be held
Organizational meetings will be held at Corvette Lanes for the
2013-2014 season. A youth league meeting for ages 3-19 will be
held Saturday, Aug. 3, at 10 a.m.; an adult mixed league meeting
will be held Sunday. Aug.4,at 6:30 p.m.; and an adult men's/open
league meeting will be held Monday, Aug. 5, at 6:30 p.m. New
bowlers are welcome. Other leagues may be formed as needed,and
starting dates will be determined at the meetings. Those unable to
attend may contact Donna Darnell at ,759-9246 or by email at
bowl OiJ murrayusbc.org.

KY 121 road work dates set
Repair work on a railroad crossing at the southeast edge of
Murray on KY 121 South will begin Tuesday, July 30,and will be
completed Wednesday. July 31. The contractor does not expect
highway traffic to have significant delays at the site on Tuesday,but
the road will have to be closed for about six hours on Wednesday.
There will be no marked detour during the Wednesday closure.
Motorists traveling north may self-detour via KY 1497/MurrayParis Road. Motorists traveling south may self-detour via US 641
South.

MCCH to hold CPS-3 kickoff rally
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host a Cancer Prevention
Study-3 kickoff rally Wednesday, July 31,at 11 a.m. at the MCCH
North Tower Lobby Entrance, across from Ty Holland Stadium.
Light refreshments will be served,and information about the study
will be provided.The public is-invited to attend. For more information visit www.cps3murrayhospital.org.
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Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.
Appointments will be available Wednesday. July 31,and Thursday.
Aug. 1, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To
schedule an appointment, visit the clinic or call 444-8465.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at El*
Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 E.. beginning at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Pray Murray to hold prayer meeting
A community-wide prayer meeting sponsored by Pray Murray
will meet every Wednesday at 12 p.m. at 411 Maple St., on the
courthouse square. The public is invited to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Registration for fishing tourney open
Big Bass Splash, the world's largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug. 17-18 at Paris Landing, Buchanan.
Tenn. Amateurs will fish from the banks, docks and boats. Weighins are held hourly. with the biggest bass each hour earning a share
of the prize money. Prizes will be awarded for exact weighs, early
bird entries, random elimination drawing and optional bonus
games. For more information or to register for the event, visit
www.sealyoutdoors.com.
BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!

I.

Special to the Ledger

this city. county, region, state,
Aug. 2-3, Pray Murray will nation and the world. All
gather at Harvest Land City Christian denominations are
Gate. 1714 Plainview Dr., invited to participate.
During these 24 hours, differMurray. to host 24 hours of
Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m. ent groups or individuals are
on Friday until 6 p.m. on responsible for leading praise
and/or prayer. Some individuals
Saturday.
This is a community effort to or groups choose to only lead
unite Christians of Murray and praise. others lead prayer, while
Calloway County to pray for some take responsibility for
both praise and prayer for that

Special to the Ledger
Murray
Youth
Baseball
Softball Association ( MYBSA)
signups are underway fOr Fall
Ball baseball. The informal
instruction league will be
offered for tee ball 1 ages 5-6).
Pinto League for coach/machine
pitch (ages 6-8) and Mustang
League live arm (ages 8-10).
Players can play in the same
league/level they played during
the summer or move up to the
next- level in preparation for
next year's play. All games and
prptces are on Sunday afternoons and will begin Aug.' 18
and continue through the end of

September.
The entry deadline is Aug, 9.
Entry forms can be downloaded
from the league website at
www.playballmcc.com.
For more information contact
MYBSA Fall Ball commissioner Jeremy, Bell at 978-1499 or
call the parks office at 7620325.

Please support the...

IL American
Red Cross

T'ert)

of Murray

LLC

GAZETTE
PUBLISHED MONTHLY Kr
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY,KY 42071

Well, the hot weather has arrived! We felt this
hot weather was too hot for outdoors, so we are
staying in the air conditioning. We have enjoyed
sundaes and ice cream cones. We were so happy
when the rain stopped for the Fourth of July
fireworks. We are lucky to be able to sit out
front and see them. We also went out foi lunch
to Fazoli's and took a nice leisurely tide in
the country. We thank Mary from Intrepid for
sponsoring our Tuesday game of Bingo.
We are looking forward to the Darnell Singers
coming next Wednesday. We thank all of our
volunteers for the giving of their time

$2 OFF
A Pound of 1110

FERN TERRACE...
"Where We're All One Family"

a

leading praise or prayer may
contact
Pastor
Michael
Richardson to be added to the
schedule during this month's 24
hours at 293-5687 or pastonnichaelhlmi gmail.com.

lung Wills
user
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

SUMMER CLEARANCE

50% OFF

taik

Summer Giftware
& Garden Accents
"Kentucky Ceett6te?
/11Neseey zpefi1

II
Open
Monday-Saturday 4-5
Closed Sonatas

Every Donation Brings Hope

Our August Jackpot Winners are:
Sue Costello, Martha Letterman
& Peggy Harding

Wet, coupon only No4!troop 6-31 - 13

hour or two of the 24.hours.
Those who do not want to be
responsible for leading may
come and go at any point during
the 24 hours.
Anyone who is interested in

MYBSA Fall Ball
signups underway

Peggy Byczyn.ski
Activity Director

SAVE

317 Chestnut St.• Murray.KY
(270)761-9727

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage
*Deep Tissue Massage
* All designed to•
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage

• suit your budget•
4IP
AND
4, busy schedule!•

*Chair Massage
*HydroMassage
Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

-

1710(' Hwy. 121 North
Nlurra.la 42071

270.761.REST
‘‘‘‘‘+.111tretreatofmurra,‘.cont
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INVITATION TO BID

Immediate openings for full time

Sealed labor and material proposals for the 69KV Transmission Line Reconductor in murray. KY will be received by Murray Electric System until
2.00 pm local time on Thursday August 15. 2013 and immediately thereafter will be open and publicly read.
The owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive any
informalities or technicalities therein. Bids shall be on a unit price bid basis.
The work to be done consists generally of Re-conductor 1.72 miles of 69
KV Transmission Line from the Murray 161 Substation to the Southwest 69
Substation in Murray,KY. The existing 336 ACSR conductors will be
replaced with new 636 ACSR. Some of the poles will be replaced along
with associated hardware. Approximately 0.34 miles of the line has 336
ACSR 13.2 KV Distribution Line underbuilt attached. This work will include
but not limited to the installation of wood poles, assembly units, conductors
and other related work as shown on the drawings and/or described in the
specifications.
Drawings and specifications may be obtained from Allen & Hoshall.
Engineers Planners, 1661 International Drive. Suite 100. Memphis. TN
38120 for a deposit of $100,00 per set non-refundable.
Drawings and specifications may be examined at
Allen & Hoshall
1661 International Drive, Suite 100
Memphis. TN 38120
Each bid shall be accompanied by a Certified Check on a solvent bank or
Bidder's Bond issued by a Surety company licensed to operate in the State
of Kentucky. in the amount of five percent of the total bid price, as a guarantee that if the bid is accepted. the Bidder will enter into a contract and
execute the Performance and Payment Bonds in the form and within the
time specified
The successful Bidder will be required to execute a Performance Bond and
a Payment Bond, each in 100 percent of the contract, issued by a Surety
company licensed to operate in the State and shall be name din the current
list of -Companies Holding Certificates of Authonty as Acceptable Sureties
on the Federal Bonds and as Acceptable Reinsuring Companies" as published in Circular 570 (amended) by the Audit Staff Bureau of Account. U.S.
Treasury Department.
Each bidder shall be a licensed Contractor as required by the regulations
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Department of Housing. Buildings and
Construction in effect on bid receipt date. License number, expiration date.
and license classification shall also be shown for subcontractors as applicable.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of forty-five (45) days after
date of actual bid opening, without Owner's consent.
By Tony Thompson
General Manager
401 Olive Street
Murray, KY42071
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Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays fo▪ r
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
lob while you gain skills for a rewarding
cweer in the dental field
Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at

www.smilepaducah.com

HEY YOU!

Visit MyMurray.com for

Chamber $aver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Find out what's I
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the
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Home Delivery
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$30.00
3
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$35.00
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.$55.00
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$110.00
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$40.00
$80.00
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Subscriptions
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Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Sins Blackberries
U-pick or call Louis
C(270)354-6585
to
pick for you

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month tree
••:Puy Climate Control
Available
*24,7 Surveillance
*Pest Contr."
Hvtr 94 East
270 7g 1400 or
2711 1 ,-zr1 6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights. 48wks.
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789
dololsoadems
•yahoo co

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 7534210

FOUND Cat in Bnggs &
Stratton area
227-2656

Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.
Send resume to jdavid@int-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

OTR drivers Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account Late model trucks &
new trailers Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs. no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs
Must have 2yrs of OTR exp with lyr refrigeration.
No DUI. DWI. drug or alcohol convictions No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus.
For more information call 270-293-3205

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets. Still
in plastic. King $375.
Full $175.
(270)293-4121
Grand
Am
parts:
wheels. tires. Dryer,
bed, table and oak bar
stools, variety of musical
equipment.
Merchants
Market,
94East.

[

11131Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help uanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to Johnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite,
However, as a national
website. not all listing,
on the iohnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
ihe Murray area
Joh lusting,. Thank you.

EXPERIENCED brick
layers needed
270-217-3530
Flooring Helper - experience a plus, nonsmoker a plus. Must
have neat appearance
and be dependable.
Call after 530.
731) 336-0446
LOCAL. accredited.
faith-based university
has evening adjunct
teaching opportunities.
Most disciplines, especially math, psychology, science and communications. Minimum
requirements Master's
degree with at least 18
graduate hours in the
teaching
discipline
Doctorate preferred.
Contact adjunctteach@midcontinent.edu
or details
Need someone to sit
with an elderly person
(270)753-5476

MURRAY Country Club
is looking for a talented
chef and friendly bartender/servers
Must
be able to work nights
and weekends Please
come to the Murray
Country Club clubhouse to fill out an
application
Office Secretary. Must
have excellent computer and math skills. M-F
8-4:30. No weekends
or holidays. Apply at
201 Woods Rd.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE

CAREGIVER for elder
ly Will do housekeep
ng. personal care, and
visits to doctors Has
15yrs. experience and
provides references.
Call 1-731-363-1576
Lily
Pad
Learning
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years For more
information call
(270) 761-LILY
LIVE-IN caregiver for
children and elderly.
Will do housekeeping
and personal care
Please call
1-731-363-0193 or
1-731-363-0552
140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas oil
& soda signs pump,
military Call Larry
753-3633

GREAT CAREERS
START HERE
Achieve your success
in the restaurant
industry by joining the
management team at
Fazcirs of Murray. KY as.
Assistant General
Manager
Send resume toTeCaSe, LLC
PO Box 946
Murray. KY
42071-0016
Or via email to
tecase faz@yahoo corn
Minimum
Requirements:
Prior restaurant
management experience; self-motivated'
team onented, ability
to recruit, develop,
motivate & retain
associates and provide outstanding guest
experience
Competitive wages
and benefits.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235 or
933-2653
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator.
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy iunk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO # 711
Rouses For Rent
1&2BR houses
270-753-4109
2 BR; appliances, W/D
hookup. central H&A,
$550/mo 1 year lease,
1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174

220
Musical
Cable Nelson Piano.
Small
Spinet.
57"Lx36"Hx25"W.
Excellent
condition:
walnut. Original finish
and
ivories.
One
owner.
$350iobo
(270)559-3386
Mobile Homes For Sale
2BR & lot $11 900 00
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
10X60 with 12x12 add
ion, 2BR mobile home
$350 plus deposit No
pets Patterson, New
Concord area
270-436-6280
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR apt. Some utilities
paid. No pets. 767-9037
1BR/1BA in Puryear
Stove/refrigerator
washer/dryer,trash/wat
em included No pets
Available
8/15
Deposit/references
required
$450 00/month
(731) 247-5422

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $3.1c
2BR from $375
270-753-855e
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-11133
Ext. 2133
121,&Tat opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550.00/mo
plus deposit all utilities
Included.
270-492-8211
"%. **•

ow.=

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insicle climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray.
NC available
293-6430
Commercial/retail
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N. 4th St. Plenty of
customer paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sq.ft can be
motified to meet individual business needs.
270-752-0201

Lot SW part of Murray.
All utilities available
$19,000
270-293-8800

All our line ads
are placed
online for FREE!
From pets to
used cars
Check the

CLASSIFIEDS
for all your
needs!
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CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE

gap has

270-293-4020
Ky Lake

Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kgrituckylake
remocklings_om

1989 Yahama Virago
1100 cc $1700
1998 Honda Elite 80cc
$600 $2200 for both,
no offers 978-7082

lucrativ •

producti

Call Kevin at

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

Bluebe

270-293-4256

Free estimates

RIverfield Estates.
BG Real Property'
Professionals
293-7872

270-873-9916
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
024 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
'Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323
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hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4451

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

2004 Dodge Grand
Caravan $3,500
293-8800
2005 Chevy Trailblazer
4WD. 71,700mi.. 1
owner, good condition.
2005 Chrysler Pacifica
Touring front wheel
drive. 132,000mi., 1
owner, good condition
270-705-1780

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

SOO

phase

4

mony
family
house.
Kent
Bradt's
receiv:

*Removal

gram

*Stump Grinding

which

*Firewood

for mi

*Insured

injure'

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekl!, & ,pei.t,i1 pickups
• locally maned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HOMES BEAUTIFUL'
Home Cleaning
Services 7yrs of exp
227-7129
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

A.V•istr.

in Iraq

*Trimming

(270) 489-2839

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction
home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Ext.*

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or
small

Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in

92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
PARTS!
$1,600.
0.8.0.
978-7136, 978-7008

HIU.
Pt)

There'

Used Trucks
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

Hill Electric

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Brick Home 7.39 acres
Frontage on Hwy 80 at
Coldwater 2 BR 1 5 BA
(615) 971-4813

We Finance

Real Estate

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

3850 Kirksey Rd
3BR 2BA 1600 sq ft
home in Kirksey KY
just
minutes from
Murray.
$120,000
(678)576-2127

Free, long haired, male
cat to good home
Neutered
and
declawed on all paws
Some supplies included 293-0612

At

of Atlant

2111 Country Road.
3,796sq.ft.,
5BR,
3.58A, new heatia.c,
Southwest Villa. Asking
$247,000. 270-7520524 or 270-978-2974
or
email
slacewell@murraystate.edu

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Zach 27.
David 271

270-853-3140
270-853-0300

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1.5
acres, large outdoor
shop, newly remodeled. Puryear. TN
270-227-3802

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Free Estimates

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

Pets 8 Supplies

Public Sale

Hicks
Lawn Care

ww.hillelectric.com
Lots For Sale

410
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

All real estate &It ertised herein
skihiect to the Federal Fdir
Housing Act. ,hich make, it
illegal to ad.trust' ant preterence limitation or discriminatom based on race, color. religion, sex, handicap. tamilial status or national origin, or intention to make. ins such prefereriais. limitations lir di-.. untiestome
State lairs forbid discrimination
in the sale. rental or adeertising
in real estate bawd on taw tob in
addition to thri.e print,tvd
under federal km
‘Neis ill knineingl at.ept
ads ertiqns tor rear estate silt.h
is not in e iolation
lass All
person,are hers-h‘ informed
that all distilling, iidterteed an.
,.ftailahle on art Nual opportie
nih
For turthrr assistance is ith f air
Housing Ade ertising requirenirrib, contact \AA Counsel
Rene l' %lam, i7iittr,48.joili

2BR house. 12mi south
of Murray. No pets
$525/mo & $500/dep.
873-9013

160
Home Furnishings
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRA WAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
limning Act Notice

"Ks

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
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%nice. Need

Fri. 10 a.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.
Von. 9 a.m.
Moo. 12 p.m.
Ti*. 1p,m.
Vied. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m,

The Floor Shop
Carpet re-stretch,ca pet Ceramic, laminate
hardwood,exterior
decking, small remodels, chain link fencing
Free Estimates
(270) 978-0789.
(270) 906-8126

Lawn
Mai
Hral
f and
tenance
Landscaping
4enell Landscape% tee.
fteeesee
Assideelii
404186ig -Conweeraiell
46illoging *mowed
•Pruning -licensed

GARLAND
RENTAL
if you've got It, we eau store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today

(270978-4591

270-753-2905
PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
At ‘linis:t. Hand Naded

53-3140
53-0300
UR AD
JLD BE
SE FOR
I $75.00
4ONTH
753-1916
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DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES
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Ion Frame
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TRELL'S
E SERVICE

*Trimming

•Removal

Limp Grinding

*Firewood
*Insured

D) 489-2839
WASTE
AGEMENT

i's

pickups
y owned/operated
151 • 293-2783
293-2784

y & special

S BEAUTIFUL'
Cleaning
es. 7yrs of exp.
29.

mowing needs
shmates Hector
7-6638

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Sepik Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, S. Mulch
(270)293-8606

/yr/Nan
McCUISTON

ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like

it is our house!

to reserve your storage unit

VISA

es Offered

Sucloku is a nunter-Piacing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with

LANDSCAPES
•Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
•Cleaning Out Existing •MOwing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Suburbs &
Farming Communities •Estates
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup •Pressure Washing

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
IndustrIal/Commertial/Residen8a1
James C. Gallimore

9 26
71
8
.
3 1 ,
4 .
7
61
6 7 5
9,4,
3
6,
5,3
4 '3 2
18 6

ON BEAC

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whltnell Ave.

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

101,1
•
.Kill

*Asphalt Installation

, 753-3853

•hiumuu e Weal
Lik etim-d & Insuri'1
(270)226-5444

Striping
40

to $1.34 in 2012,and the growth
was among one of the main factors prompting farmers to plant
Larger and larger numbers of
blueberry bushes.
It only takes three or four
years for the bushes to reach full
production. Since prices hit a
peak in 2007, many of the new
blueberry fields planted by
farmers seeking lucrative prices
are now entering full production. And a's supply has
increased,
prices
have
decreased.
"We're probably nearing the
peak. I feel." said 'Bradley
Vickers, 28, a blueberry farmer
from rural Nashville, Ga. "1
hope it continues to be profitable for my sake and everyone
else's."
Another reason blueberries
have proliferated to such a
degree is that Georgia farmers
are searching for alternatives to
traditional Southern crops such
as tobacco and timber. Tobacco
production has trailed off as
Americans smoke less, and the
timber industry took a big hit
when the Great Recession
slowed home building.
Vickers is one of those farmers. As of now, he still makes
more money from tobacco, and
sometimes cotton and peanuts.
But he thinks blueberries probably have better lopg-term
prospects than tobacco.
"If they begin to go down —
and tobacco is probably one of

know we are home," said Matt's rooms and three bathrooms in
wife. Amanda Bradford.
3,500 square feet:
Matt Bradford, 26, was
Amanda Bradford. holding the
injured in January 2007 when he couple's youngest child. Layla,
stepped on an improvised explo- gently led Matt as he felt the
sive device. He was blinded granite countertops in the
when shrapnel penetrated his kitchen for the first time. Their
eyes. He has two prosthetic legs older children. Nolan and
and walks with a cane.
Emma.rushed ahead, smiling as
On Saturday. family, friends they explored.
and ,neighbors gathered as the
After the emotional first look
Bradfords toured their one-story at the house, the couple laughed
home, located in Equestrian and smiled while chatting with
Estates in northern Jessamine friends.
County.
"It's really going to reunite our
The house contains five bed- family," Amanda Bradford saig.
Randall Peterson Homes started building the house in
February. Helping a Hero raised
about $200.000 through private
donations. The Bradfords will
pay a $50,000 mortgage and
agreed to remain in the house
for 10 years.
Builder Randall Peterson said
wide hallways and doorways
t First Come Basis • No Phone(
PIca'
will
accommodate
Matt
Bradford's wheelchair, and
1 1:1:
ramps outside will make it easier for him to maneuver.
AEDGER &
Voice-activated controls will
1001 Whittle!) Avenue • Murray, KY
be installed by which Bradford

yrs experience

(270)759-0501

Horoscope

those things - I have something to replace that, in case we
need it," he said.
Georgia is not the biggest U.S.
peach producer, and is regularly
beat by California and neighboring South Carolina. Its reputation for peaches was always one
part reality and one part marketing.
The Civil War left the
Southern economy in ruins and
ended slavery, which meant it
was no longer possible for white
farmers to produce cotton and
other labor-intensive cash crops
with cheap slave labor.
One alternative was peaches.
Samuel Rumph. a 19th century
grower in Georgia, was a major
innovator, ommercializing a
tasty and robust variety called
the Elberta. named for his wife.
Perhaps more important, he
developed a refrigerated raiLcar,
making it possible to ship
Georgia peaches to larger markets in Boston. Philadelphia and
New York. As a result, Northern
customers started asiociating
Georgia with peaches.
"He had a great product. He
didn't have a way to get it to
market." said Will McGehee, a
fifth-generation peach grower
and the marketing director for
the Georgia Peach Council.
"And the refrigerated rail car
was the answer. And so finally
you were able to connect
demand and supply."

•

TIMES

will be able to control the television and even lock the doors.
"I'm excited for the independence to go out back on my own,"
Matt Bradford said. He no
longer has to worry about steps
or curbs, he said.
The Bradford family moved
from a two-story house in
Lexington.
and
Amanda
Bradford said having everybody
on one floor will make life easier and safer.
"I'm just excited for our everyday family life to get back to
normal." she said.
In their new backyard. supporters waved American flags,
sang the national anthem and
cheered for the family. U.S.
Rep. Andy Barr, U.S. Sen. Rand
Paul and his wife, Kelley. who is
on the organization's board of
directors, all spoke and presented the family with the key to the
house.
"This house is a new beginning for our family," Matt
Bradford said at the ceremony.
"The gift is so much greater than
we ever could have imagined."

tk,

BadtmonA

*Seal coating &

Injured Marine and his family enter
their new house in Jessamine Coun
NICHOLAS VILLE — A
Marine who lost bc.ith his legs
and his eyesight in an explosion
in Iraq opened the door to a new
phase of life Saturday at a ceremony presenting him and his
family with a specially built
house.
Kentucky native Cpl. Matt
Bradford and his family
received the keys-from a program called Helping a Hero,
which buildi customized homes
for military personnel severely
injured in Iraq and Afghanistan.
"It's an amazing feeling to

4 6 1 3 8 2 9 5 7
5 8 9 7 6 1 3 2 4
2 3 7 4 5 9 8 1 6

672543 1 89
395 8 1 7 6 4 2
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Ga. blueberry knocks peach off top of fruit pile
grows about 170 acres of the
crop. He refuses to gloat about
surpassing his fellow peach
farmers. "I don't foresee Georgia
changing to the blueberry state."
Analysts and growers say a
combination of supply-anddemand economics coupled
with a good growing environment propelled blueberries from
a tiny crop to a profitable niche
that dwarfs the famed peach.
Blueberries used to make up a
relatively small percentage of
the state's fruit crop. But major
blueberry producers..,particularly in Michigan, were searching
for ways to get Nrries on the
supermarket shelves earlier in
the year. They signed deals with
growers in Georgia since the
state starts harvesting its berries
in April, ahead of other producers
except
Florida
and
California, said Scott NeSmith,
a horticulturist at the University
of Georgia who studies blueberries.
Other climate factors help.
too. While blueberry-killing
frosts are possible in Georgia,
they are not frequent.
Celebrated by physicians and
nutritionists for their antioxidant
qualities, blueberries have
grown greatly in demand among
health-conscious consumers.
Farmers say it greatly expanded
the public's appetite for the
berry. •
Average prices have jumped
from 48 cents a pound in 1993

Answer to previous puzzle

Services Offered

Elliot Wright
CallfText 270-978-8077

ATLANTA (AP) - What is
the most valuable fruit crop produced in the Peach State?
This is not a trick question, but
you may want to pause a second
before answering.
Ready'? It's the blueberry.
Georgia is famous as a major
producer of the peach. the fuzzy
succulent orange fruit whose
image appears on state license
plates, "welcome to Georgia"
billboards and on road signs.
When driving in the capital city
of Atlanta, you can pass the cor[ler of Peachtree Street and
Peachtree Center Avenue, just
one block from West Peachtree
Street.
There's just one problem:
Blueberries are Georgia's most
lucrative fruit env, by far.
In a little:Floated development, the value of blueberry
production in Georgia beat the
peach crop in 2005 — and the
gap has grown even bigger since
then, according • to U.S.
Department of Agriculture surveys.
Blueberries generated an estimated $94 million for Georgia
growers in 2012, meaning the
blueberry crop was more than
three times as valuable as the
nearly $30 million peach crop.
"It's surprising around the
country how many people don't
realize Georgia grows blueberries," said Joe Cornelius, chairman of the Georgia Blueberry
Commission and a farmer Who

Bv Dave Green

(270) 759-0890

Need References? Got 'em!

give you a quote'

Concepts SudoKu

of the Concepbs Sudoku increases trorn Monday to Sunday

Ditheu ty Level **

WWW GECIAC NET

MINI
STORAGE
111MtitIll II
All Size Units

Give me a call -

SUDOKU

several given numbers The ctsect is to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number arty once The difficulty level

Attetitiwit

Greg Mansfield
C
Ailiojes
-

Ask about our
Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Gnaat licialebaym Service
Don 1 sper4 yOu, M0i,ey out
state keep focal,

J.

(270) 293-8480

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, July 31, 2013:
This year you communicate with accuracy and precision. Your
instincts guide you more often than not. Networking provides you
with connections, both professionally and personally. Learning to
express yourself in a meaningful way will be important. If you are
single, you could meet someone with ease. Choosing the right person will be crucial. If you are attached, the two of you will benefit
from a substantial amount of private time together. Look at what
does not work in your life, and consider letting it go. Next year, you
will enter a new life and luck cycle. GEMINI is fun to go out with.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-D‘nal-lite: 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might be trying to get clarity about an upcoming
event or situation. You will have difficulty, no matter what you try
to do. You could lose your temper, and you'll be shocked by what
comes out of your mouth. A little caution will go a long way.
Tonight: Hang out at home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your upbeat mood could change its focus to a money
matter. The best of intentions easily could fall apart and cause a
rift among friends. Decide not to allow this scenario to happen.
Remain steady, and make a point of being direct in your dealings.
Tonight: Treat yourself well.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might be running around in an effort to get a lot done.
You are able to see a situation differently from many because you
can absorb a lot of information. A friend could be very unpredictable. Avoid mixing business with friendship. Tonight: Where
the crowds are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Complete as much as you can quickly in the morning.
The pressure of the day could be intense afterward. In some way,
you might not be seeing a situation clearly. Your attempts for clarity appear futile at the moment. Tonight: Make it early. You will
need the rest soOn enough! .
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Friends mean a lot, especially in a business setting
where you might have to ask them for support. You could feel
confused about a key associate whom you've always counted on
Forthcoming news could surprise you Tonight. Keep your eye on
the long term.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. n)
**** You might want to run the show, but you could find it very
difficult to do so. How you deal with someone could change radically once you get'a better sense of where this person is coming
from. Observe and keep asking questions Tonight: A friend could
push too hard.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Make it a point to get an overview of a situation. You might
get a different perspective that will work wonders. You could be
overly tired and withdrawn. You will want to think through a recent
change more carefully. Will it work? Tonight: Return calls and
emails, then decide.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to go right past a problem that has
stopped you in your tracks before. Because of your previous
experience, you initially might feel unsure of yourself. You even
could become irritated by what develops Stay the course, and
you'll be OK Tonight: Remain upbeat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Be smart and say little, as it will allow someone to-present
his or her ideas and thoughts. You might want to revisit a mistake
made a while ago by this person. Perhaps he or she needs to
repeat the same mistake in order to learn from it Tonight- Allow
someone to let off some steam.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to reconsider someone's ideas Don't say
'no' immediately; instead, ask insightful questions. Realize that
you won't be able to push a situation through as quickly as you
would like. Frustration might emerge as a result Tonight Say
"yes" to an exciting offer.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to answer someone's questions very
diplomatically. If you share exactly what you're thinking, there
could be a volatile exchange Be careful if you feel irritated when
working with machinery; otherwise, you could have an accident
Tonight A midweek break.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** If you're feeling confused or if someone is intentionally
weaving a haze around you, distance yourself rather than get into
an argument that you might regret later. Your sense of humor will
help you bypass an otherwise difficult situation Tonight Close to
home

BORN TODAY
Author J.K. Rowling (1965), actor Wesley Snipes (1962), actor
Ted Cassidy (1932)
Jacqueline
Biger
on
Is
the
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
dash at the 1983 International
Ten years ago
Bill Leslie was pictured dis- ,%pecial Olympics Games held
playing the gold medal he and I,Nuly 12-18 at Baton Rouge. La.
two other Americans claimed this He was one of 76 athletes from
past week in an international Kentucky at the Games.
Forty years ago
archery competition in France.
Vernon Marcoullier was picKelsey N. Watson of Murray
was named a national award win- tured lining up a putt in the final
ner in English by the United round of the Murray Invitational.
States Achievement Academy. Marcoullier. a former Murray
She is the daughter of Dave and State golfer,fired a two-under-par
142 to capture the title. Pictured
Less Watson of Murray.
line up the putt was Lynn
helping
n
co-chairwoma
Joanna Adams.
of the Garden Department of the Sullivan, the son of Murray
Murray Woman's Club. was pic- Country Club golf pro James
tured presenting a potted plant to Sullivan.
In junior golf at the Murray
Myrtle Douglas for being a valued member of the department Country Club. David Frank and
Randy OR shared honors for nine
for 50 years.
Brad Steele. director of holes in the boys' I4-17-year-old
Murray-Calloway County Parks. division by firing 52s. In the 12. was the speaker at a recent meet- 13-year-old group. Nick Hibbard
ing of the Kentucky Lake/Murray won with a 53.
Boy Scouts traveling to the
Chapter of AARP.
National Jamboree West were
Twenty years ago
Haley Hart. Michael Frawley John Hart. Rusty Moore and
and Jeff Frawley were pictured Robert Underwood.
Fifty years ago
writing stories during the
Sandra Costello, Linda Dibble.
Shakespeare for Children workJennifer George.Patsy Lax,Carol
• shop at Playhouse in the Park.
. Mellie Hortin was pictured Rolfe and Ann Kay Sanders,
accepting the Paul Harris Fellow cheerleaders at Murray High
certificate and medal from School. attended cheerleader
Rotarian Wilson Gantt for her late camp at the University of
husband, Dr. L.J. Horton. A Mississippi this week.
Jerry Page Rhodes was awarded
$1.(KX) donation was made to the
p tot eh University of
scholarshi
a
Dr.
in
fund
Rotary scholarship
Louisville School of Law.
Honin's name.
Sixty years ago
Members of the Murray Heat. a
Members of the summer
Pee Wee Reese team. were Matt
at the Murray Training
orchestra
David
John
Seay.
Ryan
Darnell.
S.
Charles
were
Thieke. Jeremy Weber. Clif School
McCasey.
Michael
.
Robertson
Jay
Myatt.
Clint
Darnell.
McGehee. Matt Keel. Thurman Bobby Meador, Ruetta Overby.
Foster. Kyle Miller. Markise June BusseII. Ronnie Moubray.
Foster. Heath Brown and Ryan Benita Maddox, Stanley Parker.
Joe Overby, Hamp W. Brooks.
Geib.
Bob Gass. Barthela Wrather and
Thirty years ago
Births reported included a girl Carolyn J. Shouse.
William R. Furches was attendto David Cathey and Kathy
Bayles Cathey. July 21: and a girl ing the National Jewelry Fair and
to Mr. an Mrs. Malcolm C. Hulse National Jewelers Association
convention at the Conrad Hilton
Jr.. July 23.
Hotel in Chicago.
the
won
Murray
of
Roy Mason
bronze medal in the 50-meter

ly gotten my financial house in
order. I pay all of my. bills, and
I pay them on time. However, I
have very little money left over
at the end of the week.
Many of my friends have twoincome households or use credit
cards when they go out to eat or
to the movies, which is often. I
want them to know that because
I decline their invitations does
not mean I'm anti-social -- I just
can't afford it. I have said so at
times, but I hate to be a broken
record.
Friends: PLEASE know that I
appreciate being invited, but don't
be offended when I am unable
to join you. -- ON TRACK BUT
STILL BROKE IN MAINE
DEAR ON TRACK: I congratulate you for straightening out
your finances. It's not always easy
to do,and breaking ingrained habits
can be a challenge.
The next step in your "recovery" is to KEEP reminding your
free-spending friends that while
you'd like to join them, you are
not always able to do so. If you
repeat it often enough, eventually they will get the message. It
would be better if they hear it
directly from you rather than read
it in my column.
OWN.

DEAR ABBY: My neighbors
borrow my lawnmower every summer to mow their lawns. It broke
down, and I had to purchase a
new one.
The dealer told me not to loan
it to anyone because they pushed
the old one over sticks and stones
and destroyed the blades. How
do I tell them to buy their own
mowers? My new one is expensive. -- AGAINST MOWERMOOCHERS
DEAR A.M-M.: Keep uppermost in your mind that it is perfectly all right to advocate for
•••••
yourself. Then tell your neighbors that after what happened to
of
years
After
ABBY:
DEAR
enduring overdraft charges and the last one, you are no longer
dodging bill collectors. I have final- loaning your mower to anyone.

cal asylum to Harold "Kim" Philfailed.
In 1945. the Portland class by, the "third man" of a British
heavy cruiser USS Indianapolis was spy ring.
In 1965, President Lyndon B.
torpedoed by a Japanese submarine during World War II; only Johnson signed into law the
316 out of some 1,200 men sur- Medicare bill, which went into
effect the following year.
vived.
In 1975.former Teamsters union
In 1953, the Small Business
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
Administration was founded.
, In 1956, President Dwight D. in suburban Detroit; although preEisenhower signed a measure mak- sumed dead, his remains have never
ing "In God We Trust" the nation- been found.
In 1990. British Conservative
al motto, replacing "E Pluribus
Party lawmaker Ian Gow was
Unum" ("Out of many. one").
In 1963. the Soviet Union killed in a bombing claimed by
announced it had granted politi- the Irish Republican Army.

By the Associated Press
liiday is Tuesday. July 30. the
211th day of 2013. There are 154
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 30. 1863. American
automaker Henry Ford was born
in Dearborn Township, Mich.
On this date:
In 1729. Baltimore. Md. was
founded.
In 1864. during the Civil.War.
Union forces tried to take Petersburg. Va.. by exploding a gunpowder-filled mine under Confederate defense lines; the attack
lr 1E3 L_ L.J

DEAR ABBY: I work in the
print center of an office supply
store Often %hen parents of small
children come in to get copies
made, they'll sit their babies/toddlers on the counter while we
discuss their needs. Sometimes
these children have dirty diapers.
While I am not a parent. I do
understand
small
that
children have
a tendency to
run off or otherwise misbehave if they
are left standing. But sitting children
on the countstrikes me
er
Abby
Dear
as unsanitary
and unafe.
By Abigail
Would it
Van Buren
be appropriate to ask these parents to remove
their children from the counter?
Because my workplace is geared
toward satisfying the customer. I
worry about offending a customer
and displeasing management. I
haven't said anything so far, but
this is really getting to me. -DISGUSTED IN OHIO
DEAR DISGUSTED: After
reading your letter. I confess that
my first impulse was to gag. The
idea of a child in a soiled diaper sitting on a counter in a place
of business is, indeed, disgusting.
You would be doing your employer a favor to suggest that if a
child should fall off the counter,
there could be liability involved.
• Tell the customer that for the
child's safety to please remove
him/her from the counter. And if
the child has a dirty diaper, make
sure you ha.e a large 'supply of
sanitary wipes on hand so staff
and customers will be grotected
from the bacteria.

Murray Ledger & Times

DEAR DOCTOR K: You've
often advised readers to buy
supportive shoes that fit properly. Can you be more specific
about what to look for in a
good shoe?
DEAR READER: Buying the
right shoe is an investment in
your foot health. But how do
you identify
the 'right"
The
shoe?
bottom line is
how you feel
when you put
them on.
For
women, the
best shoes are
low-heeled
Dr. Komaroff but not flat,
with a wide,
By
padded heel,
Dr. Anthony
a wide toe
KOrnarOff
box and a
sole that provides sufficient cushioning. In general, the higher
the heel, the worse for the foot.
Men tend to feel most comfortable in athletic shoes, sturdy oxfords, wingtips, loafers or
low-heeled boots. Look for sturdy sole construction that provides support and cushions
against shock.
Buy shoes made from breathable materials that keep feet dry
and less susceptible to foot fungus.
Here are some useful tips
when you shop for shoes:
-- Wait until the afternoon
to shop. Your feet naturally
expand during the day.
-- Wear the same type of
socks that you intend to wear
with the shoes.
-- Ask the salesperson to
measure both of your feet. Get
measured every time you buy
new shoes, because feet change
with age. If one foot is larger
or wider than the other, buy a
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TAKE A
PASS ON
THIS
Dear
Readers: If
LOVE
vou
THE OUTDOORS and
enjoy campby
ing. fishing,
Heloise hiking. etc..
you might be
interested in the America the Beautifiil. National Parks and Federal
Recreational Lands Pass. This $80
annual pass (FREE to U.S. military members and their dependents) allows you to visit more than
2.000 recreation areas in the United States, and covers the entrance
fees. What a deal!
Each pass can have up to two
owners (who do not have to be
related or married), and anyone
16 years or older can buy one.
The pass is valid for a year. The
pass owner can have up to three
adults in the vehicle with him or
her when entering the sites, and
children IS years and younger
pay no fee. However, the annual
pass cannot be replaced if lost
or stolen and is nontransferable.
You can get a pass in person
at any federal recreation site or
by calling 888-275-8747 (Eo. I),
and of course vou can buy it

online at wwwstore.usgs.govIpass.
Heloise
PET HINT
Dear Heloise: This might help
those who have cats/dogs with
wounds around their necks but
cannot wear the "cones" that are
sometimes put on after surgery.
Recently, my dachshund-Chihuahua t*log was attacked by
two other lane dogs -- she is OK
now! She had lacerations around
her neck. Because her wounds
were around her neck, she couldn't wear one of the cones to help
prevent scratching or licking the
area.
I cut a sleeve from an old Tshirt and put that sleeve around
her neck,like a "cowl" neck sweater
on a dog, and this prevented her
from trying to get at the area.
She slept comfortably, and so did
I! Hope this can help others. -Pam H. in Texas
WET FLOORS NO MORE
Dear Heloise: Having a disabled husband who uses a shower chair and a 5-year-old greatgrandson in the house used to
mean lots of wet floors.
I purchased some heavy-duty
self-gripping fabric-tape strips. I put
one side on the wall at the back
of the tub and the other on the
shower curtain. Now, no water on
the floor. -- Dorothy in Spring-

-1-1
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HI, HELEN.
RAYMOND,
I JUST WANT
WELCOME
TO THE TO 5AY THAT I'M
PROGRAM. A COMMITTED
ENVIRONMENTALIST.

GAR Fl

I MEAN
EXTREMELY
COMMITTED, HELEN.
I LITERALLY HUG
TWO- FOR
LONG PERIODS
OF TIME.

field, Ohio
FRESHEN UP
Dear Heloise: My husband
wears dress pants and suits to
work. Because of the expense, we
cannot afford to dry-clean them
after every' wearing. To keep them
fresh and looking good. I put them
in the dryer with a damp (wrung
out really well) washcloth and a
dryer sheet. It works great! -Sandra M., Clinton, Miss.
A good hint to "freshen" a gory
ment indeed. But keep in mind
that suits and dress pants should
not need to be dry-cleaned after
EVERY wearing. Hang the jacket
up (not in the closet) where it
can "air out," and use a soft
clothes brush to give both pants
and jacket a once-over. You should
be able to get many uses before
taking it to be cleaned. -- Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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size that fits the larger
you can afford it, buy two pairs
of shoes of different sizes, and
use the proper size for each
foot.)
-- Stand in the shoes. Make
sure you have at least a quarter- to a half-inch of space
between your longest toe and
the end of the shoe. Wiggle
your toes to make sure there's
enough room.
-- Walk around in the shoes.
Is there enough room at the
balls of the feet? Do the heels
fit snugly, or do they pinch or
slip off?
-- Find shoes that fit from
the start, not shoes that need
to be broken in. If a salesperson tells you."Oh.that little pinch
will go away as soon as you
walk in them a day or two,"
thank him or her for the advice
... and find a pair that doesn't
pinch.
-- Trust your own comfort
rather than a shoe's size or
description.
-- Pay attention to width as
well as length. If the ball of
your foot feels compressed, ask
for a wider size.
-- Make sure the soles provide enough cushioning.
Your feet have to deal with
all the weight of your body. When
that big slice of cheesecake puts
a couple of extra pounds on the
wall of your belly. it also gives
your feet more pounds to carry.
Trust what your feet tell you
about shoes. If your feet don't
like the shoes today, it's likely
that they will really not like the
shoes a month from now.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician and professor at Harvard
Medical School. To send questions, go to AskDoctorK.com,
or write: Ask Doctor K, 10
Shattuck St., Second Floor,
Boston, MA 02115.)
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TITANS

SENIOR BRITISH OPEN

Titans
reach deal
with first
round pick
Warmack

Wiebe beats Langer to win Senior British Open

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
The Tennessee Titans have
agreed to terms with offensive
guard Chance Warmack, who
had been the last remaining
unsigned first-round draft pick.
The
Titans
announced
Monday that Warmack had
agreed to a deal, but did not
release any details of the contract. Warmack sent out a tweet
saying, "Time to get to work!
#Blessed."
The Tennessean reported the
former Alabama All-American
has agreed to a four-year contract that features a fifth-year
team option and has a total value
of $12.17 million with a $7.2
-* million signing bonus.
Warmack, the 10th overall
pick in the draft, was a threeyear starter at Alabama who was
part of three national championship teams during his college
career.
Tennessee is counting on
Warmack to contribute right
away, but the rookie had missed
the Titans' first four trainingcamp practices. The Titans didn't practice Monday.
The Titans thought highly
enough of Warmack to use a
first-round draft pick on an
offensive lineman for the first
lime since they took Illinois'
Brad Hopkins with the 13th
overall pick in 1993.Warmack is
expected to play a key vole -in-the..
reconstructionof the Titans'
interior of their offensive line.
The Titans needed to beef up
their line after struggling to open
up running room for Chris
Johnson and ranking last in the
NFL in time of possession in
2012. .
During the offseason, the
Titans lured free-agent guard
Andy Levitre away from
Buffalo with a six-year. $46.8
million contract. After picking
up Warmack in the first round of
the draft, they also used a
selection on
fourth-round
California guard/center Brian
Schwenke.
After the Titans drafted
Warmack, Tennessee coach
Mike Munchak said he could
foresee a line that had Levitre at
left guard with Warmack at right
guard. Warmack had practiced
with the first-team offense during the Titans' offseason program.
The Titans had been rotating
Fernando Velasco and Rob
Turner at right guard during
their first four training-camp
practices while Warmack was
unsigned.

England
SOUTHPORT,
(AP) — Bernhard Langer gave
Mark Wiebe one too many
chances at the Senior British
Open.
Wiebe took advantage of
Langer's failure to close out the
tournament,
beating
the
German on the fifth playoff
hole Monday at Royal Birkdale
for his first senior major title.
The American used a superb
approach shot from the rough to
set up a two-putt for par. while
Langer failed to get up and
down, seeing his par putt stay
out.
"I'm speechless," Wiebe

said. "I think it's always better
for both players had there been
a birdie to win the playoff
instead of a bogey, but right
now, I don't really care. I'm
glad it's over, and I'm honored.
Langer led by two shots
going into the final hole of regulation Sunday, only to settle
for a double bogey when he
struggled to get out of a bunker.
The playoff was then halted
after two holes because of darkness and resumed Monday,with
Langer immediately missing
another chance to win when his
12-foot putt wouldn't drop.
"I just was luckier today and

last night than Bernie I guess."
Wiebe said. "I also feel like
Bernie has won, what, a couple
hundred tournaments. He's won
so many. I feel like this was my
turn."
Langer. who won the tournament in 2010, was up by three
shots entering the fourth round.
He looked certain to earn a second Senior British Open title
when he teed off at the 72nd.
But his approach shot landed
in a greenside bunker, and he
needed two strokes just to get
out of the sand. Wiebe. meanwhile, shot a 4-under 66 to
match the German at 9-under

271.
"Obviously, not what I wanted. But the major mistake was
again yesterday. the 72nd hole,"
Langer said. "In the playoff
anybody can win. It comes
down to one good shot or one
bad shot. And that's what happened. Mark is a very deserving
champion."
This was the first time in the
27-year history of the Senior
British Open the tournament
finished on a Monday.
Former U.S. Ryder Cup captain Corey Pavin shared third
— three shots back — with
David Frost of South Africa and

MURRAY STATE YOUTH BASKETBALL CAMP

Peter Senior of Australia. It was
the third year in a row Pavin
tied for third at the tournament.
Wiebe's season has been
plagued by a back and arm
injury and he hasn't finished in
the top 10 on the U.S.
Champions Tour all year. But
he said he could swing a club
without pain again, which
"helped me so much with my
attitude."
"Once I realized I could play
and it didn't hurt very much to
swing," Wiebe said, "I was
instantly in a great mood.,and I
knew I was playing good."

MLB

MLB may
suspend
A-Rod
under
labor deal
RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Major
League Baseball may try to
suspend Alex Rodriguez under
its collective bargaining agreement instead of its drug rules,
which would eliminate any
chance of delaying a penalty
until after the case goes to an
arbitrator, The Associated
Press has learned.
Rodriguez has never been
disciplined for a drug offense,
and a first offender under baseball's Joint Drug Agreement is
entitled to an automatic stay if
the players' association files a
grievance — meaning the
penalty is put on hold until
after an arbitrator rules.
While use of banned performance-enhancing
substances falls , under the drug
agreement. MLB may argue
other alleged violations are
punishable under the labor contract, a person familiar with
management's deliberations
told the AP,speaking on condition of anonymity because no
statements were authorized.
- Taking that action would
prevent the New York Yankees
third baseman from returning
to the field, even if he recovers
from a quadriceps injury cited
by the team as the reason for
keeping him on the disabled
list.
And merely threatening to
use that provision might give
MLB leverage to force a deal.
expect
The
Yankees
ta See A-ROD, 10A

NICK DOLAN 'Ledger & Times
The final Steve Prohm
Youth Basketball Camp
of the summer started
Monday
morning
as
campers filled the CFSB
Center ready to work on
their skills. (Above) MSU
Dexter
Fields
guard
walks around as the
campers work on their
shot fakes and pivots.
(Center) Carson Gilliam,
9, works through a defensive station as MSU forward Zay Henderson
demonstrates the proper
form, (Right)
Bryce
Kough, 7. squares up for
a shot during a game of
knockout.

INTERNATIONAL SWIMMING

Phelps vague about future
In Barcelona for the world
championships.
swimming
Phelps spoke to The Associated
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) Press and other international
— When Michael Phelps media organizations in a series
walked away from swimming of one-on-one interviews set lip
after the London Olympics, he by his sponsor, Speedo. When
was adamant about one thing: asked by the AP, yes or no,
whether he'll compete at the
His career was over.
Now, it sounds like he's not next Olympic, Phelps coyly
said he hasn't planned that far
so sure.
While saying he's never ahead in his life.
That's a striking change
been happier with his life —
and certainly doesn't miss the from his comments before and
grind of what it took to become immediately after the London
the most winningest athlete in Games, when he insisted his
Olympic history — Phelps left retirement was set in stone and
the door open to change his it had always been his goal to
mind before the 2016 Rio quit swimming before he
turned 30.
Games.
Phelps will be 31 at the time
"I don't know what's going
the opening ceremony for
Phelps
of
to happen in the future,"
said Monday. "I don't know the Rio Games.
"I don't know. We're in
what's going to happen tomor2013." he said, before adding,
row."
PAUL NEWBERRY
AP National Writer

MARK BAKER r AP Photo
Phelps
walks
with his coach
Michael
star
U.S. swimming
Bob Bowman during a training session at the World
Swimming Championships in Melbourne, Australia.

"There's nothing in the works
right now."
There's plenty of time for a
comeback. Phelps would likely
want to begin training before
the end of the year, which
would allow him to get into
peak condition leading up to
the next world championships
in 2015, an important stepping
stone for the Olympics.
Phelps certainly isn't training at the moment. He jammed
the small toe of his right foot
on the edge of a sofa while at
home in Baltimore, and aggravated the injury when he
played in a golf tournament at
Lake Tahoe.
He's wearing a boot cast on
his foot while in Barcelona to
cope with a small stress fracture.
After some sightseeing and
appearances.
promotional

Phelps took in a second night
of swimming at the Palau Sant
Jordi before getting ready to
head back to the U.S. on
Tuesday. He was accompanied
by his new girlfriend. Golf
Win
Channel
reporter
McMurry.
"I have no plans to do anything." Phelps said. "I love
what I'm doing now. I'm able to
travel so much, play golf. I'm
on my schedule. I've never
been able to have that. I've
never been able to do really
whatever I want to do. I go
wherever I want to go. I see
whatever I want to see. It's nice
waking up at 10, II. 12 o'clock
in the afternoon. I'm pretty lazy
besides playing golf. I don't do
much."
He does have some projects
away from the pool, including
to See PHELPS, 10A
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MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct GB
60 45 571
Atlanta
8vr
52 54 491
Washington
11
49 56 467
Philadelphia
121i
451
York
56
46
New
19
40 63 388
Miami
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
62 40 608
St Louis
,x
61 42 592 1!
Pittsburgh
5
557
47
59
Cincinnati
48 55 466 14vx
Chicago
20
43 61 413
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct G8
W
—
56 48 538
Los Angeles
2
1
54 51 514 2/
Arizona
6
481
55
51
Colorado
9
48 58 453
San Diego
10
46 58 442
San Francisco
Today
Milwaukee (Gallarclo 8-9) at Chicago
Cubs (Villanueva 2-71 2 20 p m 1st
game
Si Louis kLyons 2-3) at Pittsburgh
J Burnett 4-71 4 05 p m 1st garne
San Francisco (Zito 4-7) at Philadelphia
ILannan 2-41 7 05 p m
Washington (Strasburg 5-81 at Detroit
Ars Sanchez 8-7). 7 08 p m
Arizona Kennedy 3-7) at Tampa Bay
,Po Hernandez 5-11) 7 10 p m
Colorado (Nicasio 6-4) at Atlanta
IA Wood 0-2). 7 10 p m.
NY Mets (Z Wheeler 4-1) at Miami
(Eovaldi 2-1). 7 10 p m
St Louis (Lynn 12-5) at Pittsburgh
(Undecided). 735 p or 2nd game
Milwaukee (Undecided) at Chicago Cubs
(Arneta 0-0) 8 05 p m 2nd game
Cincinnati (Latos 10-3) at San Diego
( Volguez 8-8) 10 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Pettitte 7-8) at LA

Dodgers (Greinke 8-31 10 10 p m
Wednesday
Washington at Detroit 1 08 p or
Cincinnati at San Diego 3 40 p m
San Francisco at Philadelphia 705 p in
St Louis at Pittsburgh 705 p m
Arizona at Tampa Bay 7 10 p m
Colorado at Atlanta 7 10 p m
NY Mets at Miami 7 10 p m
Milwaukee at Chicago Cubs. 805 pm
NY Yankees at L A Dodgers 10 10
pm
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
Chicago WheelBox (Peavy 8-4) at
Cleveland (Kazmir 6-4) 705 pm
Houston (B Norris 6-9) at Baltimore
(VV Chen 5-3). 705 pm
Washington (Strasburg 5-8) at Detroit
(Aix Sanchez 8-7). 708 p m
Anzona (Kennedy 3-7) at Tampa Bay
(Flo Hernandez 5-11) 7 10 p m
Seattle (.1 Saunders 9-9) at Boston
(Workman 0-1) 7 10 p m
LA Angels(C Wilson 11-6) at Texas
Holland 8-6) 805 p m
Kansas City (E Santana 6-6) at
Minnesota (Pelfrey 4-8) 8 10 p m
Toronto (Buehrle 6-7) at Oakland (Strady
6-4) 10 05 pm
N Y Yankees (Pettitte 7-8) at LA
Dodgers (Greinke 8-3) 10 10 p m
Wednesday
Washington at Detroit 1 08 p m
Toronto at Oakland 3 35 p or
Chicago White Sox at Cleveland 7 05
pm
Houston at Baltimore 7 05 p m
Anzona at Tampa Bay 7 10 p m
Seattle at Boston. 7 IQ pm
LA Angels at Texasr8 05 p m
Kansas City at Minnesota. 8 10 p m
N Y Yankees at LA Dodgers 10 10
m

III Phelps...
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INTERNATIONAL TRACK

Mo Farah challenges Bolt to race
LONDON (AP) — Usain
Bolt has a new challenger, and
maybe even a new distance to
think about.
The biggest star in track is
being sought out by Mo Farah
for a charity race somewhere
between Bolt's sprint specialty
and Farah's distance domain.
"It'd be great to be able to do
a distance where people vote in
what distance will be suitable.
and then get a judge and then
come in the middle with that
distance and train for it," said
Britain's Farah, who won the
5,000 and 10,000 meters at last
year's London's Olympics,.
"Wt. are you up for that?

Come on, you got to do it."
Bolt has little left to prove
on the track. The Jamaican won
the 100 and 200 in worldrecord time at the 2008 Beijing
Games, and then became the
first man to defend those titles
at last year's Olympics. He also
helped Jamaica win the 4x100
relays at both.
Qn Friday in London. Bolt
won the 100 meters at the
a
Games,
Anriersary
that
Diamond League meet
took place in the Olympic
Stadium to mark one year since
the start of the 2012 Olympits.
Farah won the 3,000 on
Saturday

So even one of the middle
Despite the differences in
such as the 1,500
distances,
distances, Bolt seems to be
seem unlikely
would
meters,
considering Farah's challenge.
Bolt said.
far,"
too
"Way
"That sounds fun. It's going
I can try.
sure,
for
600,
"(The)
charto be hard, but for me it's
in train600
done
I've
because
and
fun
ity, so it's just all about
ing."
"For
said.
enjoyment," Bolt
Two running stars meeting
me, I'm up for anything if it's
at a made-up distance is not
possible."
the
The hard part would be new. Nearly a year after
gold
deciding what distance to race. 1996 Olympics, 200-400
Bolt may be the best sprint- medalist Michael Johnson and
er of all time and has run the 100 champion Donovan Bailey
400 before. Farah, however, is met in a much-hyped 150a distance specialist who is meter race in Toronto.
About halfway through'‘
talking more and more about
moving in the other direction Johnson pulled up with a musand adding the marathon to his cle injury in his left thigh,leaving Bailey to win SI million.
running regime.
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Witness: Paterno said Penn St. erred on Sandusky
MARC LEVY
Associated Press
HARRISBURG,Pa.(AP) —
Longtime Penn State head coach
Joe Paterno said that the university mishandled its response to
the Jerry Sandusky child sex
abuse scandal,a former assistant
coach testified Monday during a
hearing for three top school officials accused of a cover-up.
Star witness Mike McQueary
appeared in a courtroom for the
third time. since Sandusky's
November 2011 arrest and told
the court that'top school officials knew that he had seen
Sandusky molesting a boy in a
locker room shower.
But the former Penn State
assistant coach and quarterback
also delivered some unexpected
testimony: that the late Halt of
Fame coadh had told him over
the years that "Old Main
screwed up" — referring to university-administrators — in how
it responded to McQueary's allegation against Sandusky.
Pressed by defense lawyers
on his discussions of the subject.
McQueary brought up a specific
exchange 41. football practice in
the hours before Paterno's firing
on Nov. 9. 2011 — four days

after Sandusky's arrest.
He recalled the head coach
saying the school would come
down hard on McQueary and try
to make him a scapegoat.
Paterno also advised McQueary
not to trust the administration or
then-university counsel Cynthia
Baldwin, the former assistant
testified.
Former Penn State president
Graham Spanier, retired university vice president Gary Schultz
and ex-athletic director Tim
Curley are accused of failing to
tell police about a sexual abuse
allegation involving Sandusky
and then trying to cover up what
they knew.The men say they are
innocent.
Paterno died in January 2012.
He has never been charged,
though former FBI Director
Louis Freeh said in a universitysanaioned report that Paterno
conspired with the three school
officials to conceal accusations
against Sandusky.
Paterno's family has vehe• mently denied those allegations.
The former coach was "respectful of the process ... and wanted
to know the truth from the
beginning,I and the latest testimony raised more questions
about the credibility of Freeh's

family
Paterno
report.
spokesman Dan McGinn said.
"Joe Paterno believed the
issue would be and should be
handled properly," McGinn
said. "That's been true since the
beginning here."
The judge must determine
whether there's enough evidence
against the ex-officials to send
the case to trial. They face
charges including perjury. conspiracy and endangering the
welfare of children.
The core of McQueary's testimony. is that he saw Sandusky
and a boy engaged in a sex act in
the locker room shower in 2001
and within days reported it to
Paterno,Curley and Schultz.
Curley and Schultz "definitely knew it was a sexual act, a
molestation act between Jerry
Sandusky and a boy in the
showers," McQueary testified.
Curley and Schultz have said
McQueary never reported that
the encounter was sexual in
nature, while Spanier has said
Curley and Schultz never told
him about any sort of sex abuse.
They said they believed that
Sandusky and the boy were
engaged in nothing more than
horseplay.
Sayusky is serving a 30- to

60-year pri*in sentence after
being convicted last year of sexually abusing 10 boys. He maintains his innocence.
The hearing adjourned after
about five hours of testimony
and is scheduled to resume
a
in
morning
Tuesday
Harrisburg courtroom with testimony from two more witnesses.
Much. of the testimony
Monday revolved around pinecutors trying to show that Penn
State officials should have
known to report Sandusky to
police in 2001 after complaints
in' 1998 that he had been showering with boys in university
locker rooms.
Lawyers for the defendants
tried to show they never tried to
hide evidence, never destroyed
evidence or asked school
employees to hide evidence.
McQueary last year sued the
university, claiming defamation
and misrepresentation and seeking millions of dollars in damages. His contract with the
school wasn't renewed after the
2011 season.
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